
WLCoW Schools Awards 2022 
 
Another excellent year with many worthy Award winners. This is thanks to the wonderful team – 
Margaret and Laura and the enthusiastic staff at the centres.   Kathy 
 
Ysgol y Deri Special Needs School Vale of Glamorgan 
Winner Rhiannon Harrald, who will Study Art design Bridgend 

Rhiannon is a very talented Artist and despite 
learning difficulties has achieved excellent 
academic and vocational results through 
hard work and determination. Her success in 
A Level Art has led to a place at Bridgend 
College to study Level 3 Art and Design 
Rhiannon makes a worthy winner of this 
Award. She will use the funds for art 
supplies. The Award will allow her to not 
worry about the expense that can 
accompany art courses and allow her to 
enjoy experimenting with and working in a 
range of mediums and making new friends.      
 

Bro Dur Ysgol Gymraeg Ystalyfera    
Jacob Hancock Computer Science Durham                                        

Jacob’s interest in computer science started in April 
2020 with a Harvard’s CS50 introductory course. He 
enjoyed the creative and challenging problems posed 
each week, from programming image filters to creating 
Mario-style blocks with text. He also completed an 
Introduction to Game Development. He developed a 
good level programming ability in C, C#, Python and 
JavaScript. He began two projects, a game in Unity, 
and an app developed in React Native. He comments 
“I possess a love for the beautiful nature of 
mathematics and the many problems it brings”  
Staff commented on his drive for success, 
mathematical intelligence and passion for learning and 
applying knowledge. He gained A*A*A A A in Physics 
Chemistry Maths and further Maths Jacob is a keen 
basketball player and a valued member of the sixth 
form. 

 
Calon Cymru College Builth 
Eiriana Mayson Creative and Therapeutic Art, University of South Wales   
Eiriana says “My degree will let me combine my love of Art and Creativity with working with a 
variety of people. I volunteer at a local Creative Community Centre ('Celf o Gwmpas' at 
Llandrindod-Wells). Some people may think being dyslexic would be a disadvantage, however, 
being dyslexic allows me to think of solutions in unique ways. I believe my dyslexia helps me to 
support and understand individuals struggling to express themselves. It is my intention in the 
future to use my creativity to help people who struggle with expressing themselves or who may 
feel lost in today's society. I always challenge myself to improve my communication skills 
especially when helping individuals dealing with anxiety or sensitivity issues. Not only am I 
creative and open-minded, but my experiences have also left me to be empathetic and caring.” 



St. David’s College Cardiff      
Melanie Benedict PPE Cambridge          

Melanie says “Through my own experiences, I have learned 
to understand the importance of rational analysis and 
respectful debate. Now, I embrace the prospect of devoted 
academic engagement, with the aim of becoming a political 
researcher and, beyond that, a politician. I eagerly look 
forward to fully dedicating myself to developing the depth 
and sophistication of my socio-political knowledge and skills 
through rigorous academic study at university. I will be 
reading Human, Social and Political Sciences at Cambridge 
University. This Award will be used to buy the necessary 
academic resources such as textbooks for my course in my 
1st year in order to access the course materials and extra 
reading needed to excel.”  

  
The College Merthyr Tydfil 
Jenna Welch Archaeology Pembroke College Cambridge 

Past Master Geoff Hughes presented the WLCoW 
Award at Y Coleg Merthyr Tudful Awards Evening. 
Jenna has gained a place to read Archaeology at 
Cambridge. She comments “I independently 
completed Open Learn short courses on Trauma of 
the First World War and The Secrets of the Mary 
Rose Studying the archaeological excavation of the 
Mary Rose was particularly fascinating as 
radiocarbon-dating for age determination 
highlighted the interplay between historical and 
scientific analytical techniques. Working as a 
teaching assistant at my ballet school has enabled 
the development of transferable skills in leadership 
and teamwork”. Jenna aspires to a career in 

conservation        

Coleg y Cymoedd 
Brooke Pothecary Italian and Japanese, Cardiff University 

Brooke will be studying Japanese 
and Italian in Cardiff University, 
She enjoys languages and 
communication and has a 
passionate wish to understand 
people. She works hard and 
gained A*s in Drama RE and 
English. Brooke celebrates her 
free access to a proper education, 
and says “I feel it is my 
responsibility to help those who do 
not have that opportunity, I wish, 
in the future, to use what I studied 
to give a voice to the voiceless 

and to those who have difficulties integrating into a new society” 

 
 
 



Bishop Vaughan Swansea  
Ceiara Caparas Psychology Cambridge 

Ceira says “I have chosen Psychology as ‘mental illness’ 
is an unfamiliar term in my parents’ culture. Many Asians 
are forced to suffer in silence for fear they will bring shame 
to their parents. Why is it embarrassing to be depressed in 
an Asian home? I have educated myself on this issue by 
reading countless articles and watching TED talks on, 
‘Changing the Perspective of Mental Illness in Asian 
Culture'. I found myself saddened by how many Asians 
hide their illnesses, leading to suicide being a major cause 
of death in communities. Studying Psychology will allow 
me to understand and work towards eradicating the 
stigmatised attitudes towards mental health in Asian 
cultures.” Ciera enjoys sport and is keen to join sporting 
clubs at university. She gained A* and A’s in Physics 
Chemistry Maths and Psychology. 

 
Ysgol Harri Tudur Pembroke  
Kayleigh Drury Midwifery, Canterbury Christchurch University. 

Kayleigh has suffered with a chronic illness throughout the 
Sixth Form. She has experience bouts of significant ill 
health and absence due to this, It has been so significant 
that she has required surgical intervention - rare in 
teenage cases. Notwithstanding this, Kayleigh has been a 
stand-out student throughout the year and achieved 
A*A*AB in IT, Welsh Baccalaureate, Health & Social Care 
& Biology. These grades demonstrate the significant 
individual endeavour she has committed to her studies, 
working independently during prolonged periods of 
absence. Kayleigh is a role model to her peers in terms of 
resilience, independence, and determination to overcome 
this debilitating condition with good humour. 

Ysgol Penglais Aberystwyth  
Maxita Swain Population Health and Medical Sciences Swansea  

Maxita says “I am greatly looking forward to studying a BSC 
in Population Health and Medical Sciences at Swansea 
University and intend on applying to Post Graduate 
Medicine following my degree. I am very keen to 
understand the challenge of Malaria. I also attended a 
summer school on COVID vaccine development. I am 
extremely grateful for this Award which would be used to 
cover the purchase of books on the course reading list, This 
will allow me to gain a deeper understanding of Population 
Health and Medical Sciences, and as a result, improve my 
progress on this course. At school I contributed to the 
school community enjoying drama productions I was 
extremely grateful to receive the role of Head Girl, and 
enjoyed working with fellow pupils on projects” 

 
An Award was also presented by the Master to a confidential recipient at Hillside Secure 
Children’s home Neath 


